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Pilot Briefing Schleicher ASK 21   N221CW 
 

 
 

The ASK 21 is known as the best sailplane for initial flight training through solo to license and for fun 
soaring. It has a glide ration of 34:1 and a low minimum sink rate. That allows the ASK-21 to climb in weak 
thermals.  

STUDY: Read this document and the ASK-21 Quick Reference pages (The flight manual is online on the 
website).  Learn the location of the controls, trim, release, wheel brake, etc. Learn how to close and lock 
the canopies – the rear canopy must close first. Use the Pre- and Post-Flight Checklist. 

KNOW THE DIFFERENCES: The ASK-21 is obviously different than the Blanik L23 and the Grob 103 
(Every glider you will fly will have likely significant differences, especially in landing technique, canopy 
latching, location of the wheel brake, trim and release levers). 

THE GOOD: Fair Glide Performance: 34 to 1 at 56 knots (dual) I 52 knots {solo) Lower Sink Rate Solo: 
128 feet per minute at 42 knots. Getting In and Out is easier as the glider dips down on its nose wheel. 
Harmonized Controls and easier to fly on tow. Wheel Brake with the Airbrake lever - activated aft with full 
air brakes. Does Not Easily Spin (but it will dive out or spin in skidding turns.) 
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THE DIFFERENCES: Not "bad", just different from a Blanik L23 or a Grob 103. 

• Canopies Must Always Be Closed. Hinges can be damaged by wind. Rear Canopy closes first.  
Both latches completely forward and "clicked."  

• Fuselage has three wheels.  On takeoff or landing roll it is impossible to steer. Ground Handling. 
Tailwheel does not swivel. Push down on nose to turn.  

• Getting In and Out, it dips onto its nose wheel when loaded.  
• Landing Technique : Must be landed on main and tailwheel together. PIO on landing is prevented 

by never letting the nose wheel touch.  
• 8 knot max crosswind component, so keep it straight on landing roll-out. Wheel brake is activated 

by the airbrake handle - full back (airbrakes out.) 

 

CANOPIES: The front canopy opens forward, rear canopy opens back. 

All Glider Canopies are very susceptible to damage to the hinges or frames by wind and careless or rough 
handling by pilots and passengers. A canopy slamming down can crack the clear plexiglass. Make sure the 
passenger never touches the canopy. 

Both canopies MUST  BE CLOSED at all times, except when getting in and out. Even walking a few feet 
away to hoop up the aero tow rope will leave the canopies exposed to damage and YOU will be 
responsible for the repair and replacement, along with “time out of service” while we wait for the parts from 
Germany. 

When sitting in the glider on hot days, waiting to launch, one hand must be constantly holding the canopy. 
Close the canopies in sequence (rear first) and in slowly. 

THE CANOPY RULES: 

 Canopies must be closed and locked at all times.  
 Close the rear canopy first and always close and lock the canopies when ground towing 
 Never touch the clear Plexiglas for any reason 
 Never lift the canopy by the Plexiglas or the open vent window 
 Do not scratch the canopies with your (nor your passengers) rings, watches belt buckles, cell 

phones, cameras. Just don’t touch! 

The rear canopy must be closed and locked first.  

The front canopy rear pins slide into white plastic blocks which assure that the rear canopy is locked down 
before take-off. Closing the front canopy first (with the rear canopy open) will damage the plastic blocks. 
Take a good look at the canopy hinges, levers and locking devices. Learn how they work and keep the 
canopies closed at all times, rear canopy first. 

Before take-off check the front canopy pins have engaged the white plastic blocks behind you on each side, 
so the rear canopy is locked down / not open in flight.  
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FIRE DANGER: 

Open canopies have been known to focus the sunlight (like a magnifying glass) and create a hot spot on 
the interior, causing a fire. This is not a joke! 

GROUND HANDLING:  

The wing span is 17 m, which is 56 ft. This leaves only 2 ft on each wingtip with our 60 ft hangar opening. 
The wings are longer than the Blanik so make sure to move the glider slowly in and out of the hangar. 
Helpers on each wing tip, nose and tail are required for moving the glider in and out of the hangar.  

Obviously, and as with any aircraft you fly, YOU are responsible for all damages to the glider, the cost of 
the parts, repairs and time out of service costs. 

Since we must always keep both of the canopies fully closed, moving the ASK-21 means we will usually 
push it backwards by the nose or wing root (Remove rings. Do not scratch the glider with your belt buckles, 
rings and watches.). 
Pushing gently down on the nose lifts the tailwheel so you can turn the glider .DO NOT SKID the tailwheel 
sideways - you will damage the wheel rim. Do not try to turn the glider by the wingtip without having a 
helper push down on the nose or lift by the rear fuselage.  NEVER lift a glider by the tip of the horizontal 
stabilizer I elevator!  
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Pushing backward is best. To push the glider forward, leave the canopies closed and push from behind the 
wing, palms flat on the top of the wing, near the spar. 
 
Getting In and Out: The ASK-21 sits lightly on the tailwheel when empty. It dips down onto the large nose-
wheel when you get onboard.  To keep the glider from banging down onto the nose-wheel, push down on 
the cockpit side rail and then get in.  Getting out, push down on the cockpit side rail to keep the tail from 
banging back down .Close the canopies immediately, rear canopy first. 
If you or your passenger needs a handle, the fuselage "hoop" is strong but not to be grabbed at the very 
top - use the lower sides of the hoop by the fuselage. 
 
Pre-Takeoff Runway Alignment. Before takeoff, the ASK-21 will be resting on its nose-wheel (and 
main.) At the start of the takeoff roll, the glider will go in the direction it is pointed, so always align the 
glider towards the tow plane before getting in. At low speeds without rudder and elevator authority, it will 
roll wherever it was pointed ! 
 
Landing Alignment and Rollout. Aim the glider at round out (flare) to the very center of your landing 
zone. Try to hold the nose up at touchdown, but it will quickly slow and dip over onto the nose wheel. \/\/heel 
brake is full aft on the airbrake handle. 

Crosswind. With only an 8 knot max demonstrated crosswind, the ASK-21 will "weathervane" into the 
wind, even when on the nose wheel, as the rudder is small, and the tail is up in the crosswind when the 
nose is down on rollout.  Be ready! Do not relax on rollout. Use the wheel brake (full aft airbrake) as 
much as required. Continuous hard braking may overheat the brake pads, reducing effectiveness. 
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AEROTOW: The ASK-21 flies well on aero tow. Typical aero tow speed is 60 knots. 
It is "slick" so rope slack may occur in rough air. Use the "yaw away from the rope" or 
1/2 airbrake method to gently remove the slack. Release if slack is excessive. 
 
The ASK21 wants to be lifted slightly off the ground with the stick. Be careful not to 
over climb the tow plane! 
 
Fly just above the tow plane wake. Match the bank of the tow plane and keep the tow plane just above the 
horizon. 
 
PATTERN PLANNING: Return over the upwind side of the IP at 1,900' MSL (1,000' AGL.)  Finish the 
Landing Checklist on the DOWNWIND leg. Keep the airspeed at no more than 55 knots, and check the 
variometer to see if you are flying in lift or sink. This is essential.  5 Knots down works well on the 
downwind leg and early base leg. "55 and 5." Glance at the trends of the airspeed and vario. Check your 
angles to the aim point, touchdown and stop points. 
 
Use the "TLAR" ("That Looks About Right') or my "TLAW' (''That Looks About Wrong!') 
method to judge your pattern. Increase your sink with the airbrakes on final approach to 
fly over the end of the runway with 1/2 airbrakes. See the pattern diagram on page 12 
for the pattern we will fly. 
 
 

 
 
ASK-21 on final approach, before "round out" or flare to land on main and tailwheel. Use 
about 1/2 Airbrake, 55 knots max. at the end of the runway. 
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LANDING TECHNIQUE: Unlike the Blanik, you WANT to touchdown on both the main wheel and tailwheel at 
the same lime. At round out I flare, hold the glider a bit nose up so you land only on the main and tailwheels . 
Never let the nose wheel touch until the glider slows and dips down on its own. 

 
Correct landing attitude: Main & Tailwheel will touch down simultaneously, nose held up. 

 

 

 
 

WRONG! Nose wheel may touch, rebound up and start the three wheel PIO gallop! Excess speeds will also 
contribute to PIO’s. Do not force the glider on the runway. 
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PIO’s:  The "three wheel" gliders such as the ASK-21 or Grob 103 can get into very severe Pilot 
Induced Oscillations if the nose wheel is allowed to touch the runway soon after touchdown. If 
you have been flying a Blanik or Schweizer 2-33, you must change your landing technique 
to always land the ASK-21 on the main and tail wheel, and never let the nose dip onto the 
nose wheel until it slows down and dips on its own on rollout. 
 
Landing on the tail wheel first is allowed!    At 5 feet, hold the glider just off the ground with a 
bit of back pressure on the stick and let it settle to the runway, then open the air brakes fully 
and hold the stick back. Do not loosen your grip and relax - do not let the stick go forward 
and do not allow the glider to dip onto the nose wheel. 
 
If the nose wheel touches, the nose may bounce back up, the tailwheel hits, bounces and 
then the nose wheel hits and bounces . . . it will gallop like a wild rocking horse down the 
runway and may break the fuselage. Ugly. 
 
Try to stop the PIO by holding the stick firmly and steady in one position. It is not easy as 
your body is flung forward and back, and the PIO may continue on its own. Applying full 
airbrakes which also applies the wheel brake may help stop the PIO but if bouncing high, 
closing the airbrakes may prevent a subsequent hard landing. 
 
If a PIO or hard landing occurs, you must immediately inspect the bottom of the fuselage for 
cracks, and the wheels for damage. Often the rims get flattened and the wheels will not tum. 
Ground the glider until the damage can be evaluated. 
 
Proper Landing Technique is Tailwheel and Main together - don't relax and let, the slick 
move forward. Excess speed on touchdown may cause a POI so manage your landing 
energy on downwind and base legs to 50 to 55 knots and no more! 
 
The ''yellow triangle" on the airspeed dial indicates minimum final approach speed. 
 

SLIPS:  A slip is defined as a method to lose altitude without gaining airspeed. A full slip will meet this goal if you do 
not let the nose drop. Hold the nose on the horizon in your normal glide "picture." Slipping nose low will cause 
the airspeed to increase, and when you come out of the slip, you will be flying much too fast on final. 

A "Left Slip" is with the left wing down, right rudder. (Right slips are the opposite.)  

Note: The ASK-21 rudder in a slip will tend to stay full over until you actively push it back to neutral.  (In some 
gliders, the rudder returns to neutral on its own.) 

 

WHEEL BRAKE: The ASK-21 main wheel disc brake is activated when you pull the blue 
airbrake handle fully back (full airbrakes). Touching down with the airbrakes held fully back 
("on") may cause the main wheel to lock and skid the tire. This may also cause the tube to 
slip around inside the tire and break the air valve. Apply wheel brake after touchdown and 
use it generously, especially in a crosswind . Since the wheel brake is on the airbrakes, we 
cannot push or ground tow the ASK-21 with the airbrakes lied fully open. In a strong wind, 
put a pilot into the front cockpit. 
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: All Components are factory installed 

BATTERY: One 12 V “sealed lead acid” battery is installed in the left wing root, covered with foam and 
accessible from the back seat.   

RADIO:  This ASK-21 is equipped with a Becker AR 4201 radio, flexible boom mic's with a push-to-talk 
button on the front stick, a panel mounted PTT in the back seat. Study the radio features to learn how to 
use it.  It has a "flip-flop" feature to store a second inactive frequency. Make sure you transmit on the 
correct frequency. Battery voltage is shown on the face of the Becker by pressing the Mode button.  
 

No position lights installed therefore no flying after SUNSET. 
 

INSTRUMENTS.  Factory installed in "English" unit (feet and knots). 

 
Two Variometers.  Both are nicely compensated to reduce "stick thermals" by a Total Energy venturi probe 
located on the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer. 

The Winter Vario is "mechanical" . . . no electricity required. 
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SEATS I HEADREST I RUDQER PEDAL ADJUST.   See Flight Manual for details. 

 
 

 

FLIGHT CONTROLS:  (Standard Euro Colors) 
 

  BLUE   Airbrakes / combined wheel brake 

  YELLOW  Tow Release 

  GREEN   Trim (by control stick) 

  RED   Canopy Emergency Release (for bailout) 

  WHITE   Canopy Latches 
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BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT  Do not place anything behind the rear seat. Jackets, hats, bottles, booklets 
can fall down into the flight controls in the fuselage! You can place some small NON-METAL items in the 
left wing root. 
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